Insurance provided by

Decode cyber risk.
Aerospace Cyber Guard
Have you
backed up your
cybersecurity?

Cybersecurity is a top concern; however, many have yet to develop a cyber risk solution,
especially in the general aviation industry.
Willis Towers Watson detected this cyber coverage gap and, in partnership with Berkley
Cyber Risk Solutions, created Willis Towers Watson Aerospace Cyber Guard—your
tailored, general aviation cyber solution.

Providing a new perspective

Delivering a simple solution

The Willis Towers Watson Transportation Index provides a
boardroom view of the transportation industry as seen by
senior executives across the globe. Digital vulnerability and
rapid technological advancement represent one of the top
five megatrends, suggesting that very few companies, if any,
remain fully in control of the effectiveness of their cyber
response.

The financial and operational impact of cyber breaches can
be devastating. Aerospace Cyber Guard helps you mitigate
these threats and more effectively manage your people,
capital and technology risks. This comprehensive, first-party
cyber policy allows you to operate more confidently in this
unchartered territory and ultimately protect your brand in
case of a cybersecurity attack.

$400b

estimated annual cost of cyber crime to the
global economy

80%

of board members discuss cyber at most or
all board meetings

68%

of funds lost from cyber attacks are
unrecoverable

85%

of employers think of cybersecurity as a top
priority to their organization
This cyber insurance solution is provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W.
R. Berkley Corporation. The precise coverage afforded is subject to the terms and conditions
of the actual policies issued. In North America, this product will be offered through licensed
subsidiaries of Willis North America Inc., such as Willis of New York, Inc. or Willis of Canada, Inc.

Assessment

Protection

Recovery

The cyber equation to
mitigate risk
People risk
As your risk advisor,
we perform an
assessment of your
unique business
operations and
priorities.

Technology risk
We determine
technology risks
specific to your
business to
enhance loss
recovery.
Capital risk
We leverage our
modelling and
analysis capabilities
to ensure capital
protection.

Coverage
Data breach response

Forensic and breach counsel expense


Notification and monitoring expense

Reputation risk

Income loss resulting from the publication of a covered privacy
event which threatens material damage to your reputation


Data restoration expense

Ransomware extortion

A reasonable and necessary amount surrendered in order to
prevent or terminate a credible ransomware threat

Business interruption

Income loss associated with total or partial disruption of business
operations as the result of a data security event specifically
targeting your computer system

Cyber crime and social engineering

Cyber crime coverage is for loss of funds transferred as a direct
result of fraudulent input, deletion or change of data in your computer
system by an unauthorized third party

Dependent business interruption

Income loss associated with total or partial disruption of business
operations as the result of a data security event targeting an
outsourced service provider’s computer system


Social engineering coverage is for loss of funds transferred in


Crisis management (public relations) and reward expense

System failure business interruption

Income loss associated with total or partial disruption in business
operations as a result of an unintentional and unplanned
interruption or failure of your computer system

Limits
Up to USD $5,000,000 any one accident or occurrence,
with USD $10,000 and $25,000 retention options (higher
limit and alternative retention options available)

Your business partner
delivering risk, insurance and
people expertise

response to a fraudulent instruction


A sublimit of USD $50,000 for each (subject to an additional
premium)
Cyber risk solution services

A pre-approved premium reimbursement available for
reasonable costs and expenses incurred to mitigate against future
cyber events

Your cybersecurity
is backed up with
Aerospace Cyber Guard

+150

aircraft
manufacturing
clients

93%
client
retention
rate

+150
rotor
wing
clients

Willis Towers Watson is recognized as a leading insurance broker
with a proven record in designing innovative solutions for the general
aviation industry.

About Willis Towers Watson
Willis Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW) is a leading global advisory, broking
and solutions company that helps clients around the world turn risk into a
path for growth. With roots dating to 1828, Willis Towers Watson has 40,000
employees serving more than 140 countries. We design and deliver solutions
that manage risk, optimize benefits, cultivate talent, and expand the power
of capital to protect and strengthen institutions and individuals. Our unique
perspective allows us to see the critical intersections between talent, assets
and ideas — the dynamic formula that drives business performance. Together,
we unlock potential. Learn more at willistowerswatson.com.
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Contact

For more information about this
product please contact:

Heather Wilkinson
t: 714-840-3454
e: heather.wilkinson@
willistowerswatson.com

Tom Klaus
t: 212-915-8116
e: tom.klaus@
willistowerswatson.com

